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Key notes for installing the retro lighting system. 

 When fitting the retro column clamps onto an existing post or column, it is important to understand 

the loads and weights that these products may exhume. 

The material specification of existing columns is usually designed for a specific purpose, you may find 

not to be suitable for the forces that our retro street lighting system may create. It may therefore 

need the help of a structural designer as we are unable to specify existing columns, as the age and 

material strength may alter over time. 

Any product application that we propose is delivered to the customer on the above understanding 

and failure to obtain professional advice is down to the customer’s choice. 

As our retro street lighting product is designed to be installed only on columns or posts mounted on 

the south side of streets, paths and roads, then it becomes the responsibility of the customer to 

make sure that the solar panel is pointing south towards the Suns azimuth and that the LED’s are 

then pointing North. Failure to observe this will create a reduction in solar gain during any 24 hour 

period. The solar panel is only a method of obtaining energy from the Irradiance from sunlight. As 

this cycle of daylight is not a constant the delivery is governed by future weather patterns and as 

such cannot be deemed to be in part or the responsibility of the manufacturers of distributor. 

Any existing column fittings and fixing if attached should be removed from existing columns by 
suitably qualified persons to alleviate any shading of the top mounted retro solar panel, if the retro 
lights are fitted at a height that is lower down the columns, this also could provide solar panel 
shading on the retro solar panel, please adjust height to suit locations where appropriate. 
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